
October 2016 

Daily 
21 October  

Mirror Stage  
18.30 Session  
19.45 On Shadows and Sunspots  
21.00 Silent Disco/ DJ Wouko & DJ Ilya  
22.15 Duo Bjørgo-Reistad 
23.30 Nubia (CD presentation!)  
00.45 Silent Disco/ DJ Arjen?  

The cIRCUS TENT  
19.00 Initiation dances of South-West France  
 Koen Dhondt 
20.00 Nhac 
22.00 Novar  
00.30 I Fratelli Tarzanelli 
02.30 End  

Dressing in theme 
Are you dressing in theme on Saturday? Every year 
Maartje de Goede, our designer, comes up with the 
most fantastic and cute artwork. The theme of this 
year is ‘Nightcircus’. Some visitors came up with the 
idea to dress up in theme. Think black and white, a 
touch of red and  retro circus (but no clowns please, 
we don’t want to scare anyone.) You can dress up in 
theme if you like, but nothing is obligatory. The best 
outfit will win a nice set of Cadansa posters and cards.  

The barteam has their outfit ready, 

cadansacupclown? 

Parking Problems! 
Are you looking for a place to park your car close 
to the festival, but is the parking lot full? Behind 
the big parking lot there is a huge plot of empty 
ground (for visitors of CaDansa 2014, where the 
Spellenward used to be), you are allowed to park 
here! There are no marked spots and the ground 
is not paved, but there is plenty of space! 
Parking here also helps us, as it keeps the people 

who live close to the OGtent happy, 
because we are not parking in 

front of their houses :) 



rUMOURS  
Myra’s favorite Cadansa mascotte is the fox! (photo above) Maartje gets a shot of ginger. ‘AHH, is Mr. Fruit here?’, ‘No, 

only his ginger.’, ‘Well, that’s the best part anyway.  Anne-Marleen met her good friend Jan from France, because 

she had to make him beat-box at the first edition of Cadansa.  Manon and Selena discovered that having no smart phone is 

nice and quiet, but has it’s downside. They couldn’t take a 

photo of Louise in her bra… ? 
At the bar they already found a themed dress for tomorrow! Barbara to Niels ‘I feel something funny under your shirt!’  Selena was put outside of the building because she 

didn’t have a bracelet. It is on film! (maybe I am going 
to fix a bracelet…or just stay hidden in HQ)  

CaStistics   
We looked up some statistics on the weekend 
tickets. There are at least sixteen nationalities at 
Cadansa (Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, France, 
Poland, Italy, Switzerland, UK, Sweden, Portugal, 
Ireland, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Luxembourg and USA). 35% of the weekend are 
bought by Dutch visitors, 21% by German visitors, 
16% by Belgian and for the other nationalities it is 
under 10%.  

The data of the weekend tickets shows that there 
might be a few more women (55%) than men(45%) 
at the festival. 

The average age of the weekend ticket owners is 
36,4 years old.   

Workshops   
Do you know which workshop you are going to 
participate in? You find the workshops schedule in 
the OGtent as well as the route map. Please be on 
time and don’t get lost. For some music workshops 
you can still register at the cash register.  
The hurdy-gurdy workshop by Thiery Nouat is in the 
OGtent (mainbuilding). 

Balfolk organisers meeting   
There are many folk organisers at 
Cadansa and some started the 
initiative to have a meeting.  
Are you a balfolk organizer? Join the 
meeting from 14.00 - 16.00 upstairs 
in the OGtent, at the other side of 
the consigne.  

Swimming  
Tomorrow the swimming 
pool on the 2nd floor of the 
OGtent (above the festival) 
is open for us from 
14.00-17.00.  
It costs 1 coin for 20 minutes 
and 2 when you want to stay 
longer, as long as there is 
enough space (otherwise it 
is ‘first in first out’) 
Musicians are very 
welcome! 



 




